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Are You Honest? 

Characters : Mary – the dishonest woodcutter 

  Ken – the woodcutter’s friend 

  Tree Spirit 

Setting : In the jungle 

Scene 1 

Mary and Ken are chatting with each other near a big tree. 

Enter Mary in a black cap and Ken in a pair of brown boots. 

Mary : Oh, no! A gust of wind blew my cap just now. 

Ken : Poor you! But it’s getting dark. I need to go home now. 

Sorry! I can’t help you. Goodbye! 

Mary : It’s OK. See you tomorrow. So now how can I find my 

cap? 

Exit Ken. Enter the Tree Spirit with a pair of wings. 

Tree Spirit : I am the Tree Spirit in this jungle. You seem to have  

a problem. Can I help you? 

Mary : A gust of wind blew my cap onto the tree, but I don’t 

know where is it now. Can you help me find it? 

Tree Spirit : No problem. It’s a piece of cake. I’ll be right back. 

 

 



 

Then, the Tree Spirit goes up to the trees. A moment later, he shows up  

with a gold necklace. 

 

Tree Spirit : Is this gold necklace yours? 

Mary : (with a greedy look) Yes, it is. I lost this gold necklace 

earlier. 

Tree Spirit : Are you sure? Let me ask you again. Is this gold 

necklace really yours? 

Mary : I’m telling you the truth. This gold necklace is mine, 

and please give it to me right now! 

Tree Spirit : (Starting to be angry) You are too greedy. I’ll turn you 

into an ugly frog, and you will never be able to turn 

back to your real self! 

Mary : (sadly) Oh no! Help! I’ll never lie again. 

  

 

 


